
 

 

 

For immediate release 

 
 3Macau enhances the overall mobile experience in line 
with market trends and promotes Macau as a smart city 

 
Macau – 25 March 2018 – Hutchison Telephone (Macau) Company Limited (3Macau), the 
Macau mobile telecommunications division of Hutchison Telecommunications Hong Kong 
Holdings Limited (the Group, stock code: 215), invited journalists to a Media Spring Luncheon 
on 22 March. The objective was to introduce 3Macau’s latest service plans and development 
plans for the future, while demonstrating gratitude for coverage over the last year. 
 
3Macau CEO Wai-Ming Ho said: “3Macau made a move to facilitate unhindered connectivity 
in support of the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau Bay Area development plan by offering the 
FUN Sharing Macau-HK-mainland China Unlimited Data Plan. This enables customers to 
share their data entitlements throughout Macau, Hong Kong and mainland China – and all at 
an attractive price.” 
 
He added: “What’s more, 3Macau is offering a variety of rewards to encourage customers to 
upgrade to smoother 4G service for a better mobile communications experience.” 
  
Dedicated to network enhancement for a superior mobility experience 
3Macau has channelled resources into improving network quality and reach over recent 
years, especially in terms of reinforcing back-up equipment and power systems. Our network 
now covers more than 99% of outdoor areas throughout Macau, with coverage being 
extended to include large infrastructure projects, as well as new hotels and resorts. 3Macau 
is also deploying additional indoor antennae and base stations throughout public venues to 
improve service. 
 
A diversity of offerings are satisfying customer needs according to the latest trends  
3Macau constantly provides a diversity of innovative products and services, exemplified by 
launch of “FUNShare Service” at the beginning of this year. The service has been warmly 
welcomed by the market and allows customers to share data entitlements and voice minutes 
among accounts of the same name. 3Macau also launched an exclusive monthly plan for 
customers desiring the popular Razer Phone handset from RazerTM, the leading gaming 
lifestyle brand. 
 
3Macau will continue to ensure customers enjoy a comprehensive and high-quality mobile 
communications experience by introducing a wide range of services, while offering a variety 
of smartphones according to a highly-favourable price-to-performance ratio – all in step with 
market trends.  
  
Keeping up to speed with roaming demand, 3Macau increased the number of Unlimited 
Roaming Data Daily Pass destinations at the beginning of this year by including geographies 
such as Canada, Mexico, Switzerland, Argentina and Pakistan. This means customers can 



 

 
 

enjoy travel adventures throughout 61 travel hotspots using the Unlimited Roaming Data 
Daily Pass – all for as little as $48 without having to swap SIM cards. 
 
Drawing on the Group’s resources to introduce business solutions designed to assist 
Macau’s transformation into a smart city  
  
3Macau has been drawing on the Group’s resources to introduce business solutions in 
support of promoting Macau’s development as a smart city. For example, 3Macau is 
collaborating with Check Point – an expert in network safety – to promote the SandBlast 
mobile device security solution throughout large corporations. In addition, 3Macau is working 
with Greensafety Technology – a member of the Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks 
Incubation Programme – to introduce a smart motorist-tracking system. 3Macau’s reliable 
and far-reaching network is ideal for carrying data relating to motorists and driving conditions 
to a central system for real-time monitoring and to facilitate safety alerts.  
 

3Macau pursues a philosophy of innovation and continuous improvement, a key factor of 
which is listening to customers and responding in a timely manner to enhance the overall 
quality of mobile service. 
 
For enquiries, please call 3Macau’s Customer Service Hotline on 1118, visit any 3Shop or go 
to www.three.com.mo. 
 

– Ends – 
 

 
About Hutchison Telephone (Macau) Company Limited  
Hutchison Telephone (Macau) Company Limited (Hutchison Telephone Macau) is a leading 
mobile service provider, offering superior voice and data services, innovative and diversified 
mobile content, IDD and roaming services under the “3” brand through its far-reaching 4G 
LTE, 3G and GSM dual-band networks. With continued network expansion, its extensive 
international roaming service covers more than 250 countries and regions. Hutchison 
Telephone Macau is a subsidiary of Hutchison Telecommunications Hong Kong Holdings 
Limited (SEHK stock code: 215), a group member of CK Hutchison Holdings (SEHK stock 
code: 1).  
 
For more information on Hutchison Telephone Macau, please visit www.three.com.mo.  
 
For more information on HTHKH, please visit www.hthkh.com. 
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